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Swedish Modules to attend Data Centre World in London
12–13 March 2019
Global interest in modular constructed data centres is on the rise. While enclosed and
containerised Prefab MDCS have cornered the greater share of the market so far,
recent market analysis and reports indicate that prefab building structures are rapidly gaining
traction. Swedish Modules is pursuing a strategy to become a major player in the data centre
industry for modular constructed solutions and is delighted to be one of the exhibitors at Data
Centre World in London this March.

“It’s really satisfying to see that demand for modular constructed buildings is growing in the data centre
industry, and that our history as a Swedish producer with a global footprint really pays attention to new
customers and new markets. I’ve been working for over 20 years in this industry with turnkey delivered
data centres, but I have to admit I’m surprised by the interest we’ve already generated through our
solutions. As a result, we’re really happy to be heading to London to let people know how Swedish
Modules can make a difference in the market.” says Pär Åberg, Chief Sales Officer at Swedish Modules

Don’t miss the chance to meet us at Data Centre World! We’ll be exhibiting at
stand D39, EXCEL, London.
To read more about the event, and sign up, visit:
https://www.datacentreworld.com/

For information and enquiries about our Data centre projects, please contact
Pär Åberg, Chief Sales Officer
+46 (0)725 00 23 48
par.aberg@swedishmodules.com

Swedish Modules delivers prefabricated, high-specification modular structures within our business segments; Medical and
Datacenter & Power. With over 40 years’ experience in modular construction, we’ve provided upwards of 3,500 highquality modules to more than 30 countries all over the world. We develop and manufacture solutions adapted for critical
societal infrastructure and constantly strive to create greater function and value for our customers and their business.
All our modules are manufactured in a safe work environment at our factory in Emtunga, Sweden. Swedish Modules has
offices based in Emtunga and central Stockholm.

